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CHAPTER I
THE
-PROBLEM, THE WED, AND THE METHODS USED
Music is a comparatively new subject in the curri-
culum of the Averill Park Central School, During the five
years that music has been taught in this system, it has
been a difficult task to accomplish satisfactory results
because of the lack of materials and equipment. Although
a reasonable amount of material has been provided for gen-
eral grade vocal music, the instrumental program has suf-
fered from a lack of sufficient budget support to provide
adequate equipment. A minimum amount of money for a few
inferior instruments has been provided to balance the band.
As a result of this equipment, which is considered inade-
quate fcr ample results, the quality of musical results is
not what it should be.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of this
study to show the comparison of the per pupil cost of
teaching music with the other subjects in the curriculum of
the Averill Park Central School. The results of this com-
parison will show the need for more money in teaching some
subjects. This comparison can be used to support requisi-

tions presented to the Board of Education by the Music
Teacher. It is another purpose of this study to show
that music is no more expensive to teach than many other
subjects in the curriculum.
II. THE NEED
During the contemporary period of increasing taxa-
tion, it is but natural that questions are raised as to
whether too much money is being spent on education, whe-
ther it is economically administrated, whether too much
money is given for teaching of fads and frills and non-
essentials. School authorities must be able to justify
their expenditures. Waste, graft, extravagance, poor bus-
iness management, should not be tolerated at any time.
The first great need is for the practically univer-
sal adoption by the schools of some uniformity in budget-
making. There is needed in education a wider use of com-
parative unit-costs.. The school also need to adopt modern
methods of publicity.
Publicity is needed to create in the public mind a
feelin.g of confidence in the integrity and business ability
of those who administer the funds for schools. There is
also a need to create in the public mind a better under-
standing and more sympathetic appreciation of vfliat the

schools are trying to accomplish, so that the public will
evaluate education in its economic benefits, above equally
costly unessential luxuries. (According to the Research
Division of the National Education Association, the total
expenditures for public education represents 3.87 percent
of the total income of the people of the country, while
ten percent is spent for luxuries.)
The one gres.t problem of public school finance is
that of securing willing and adequate tax support for
schools. The people who pay the bills must be informed
about the purpose, accomplishments and unsatisfied needs
of the schools.
Toward this end, contiguous studies should be made
of comparative unit-costs in education to set up norms of
expenditure, which should be used e,s a basis for evaluating
the expenditures of any local school. Definite information-
is needed as to the amount of money that may be appropriat-
ed in the budget. Information is needed to enable the bud-
geting authorities to apportion the funds properly among
the different departments and types of service in the
school.. This information is definitely needed to enable
the makers of the budget to convince the school board that
"Research. Division, National Educ; tion Association
of the U. S«, State Compari :..ons of School Support . 193$.

it represents actual needs.
At the present time in the Hew York State public
schools, suggestions are offered by the State Department
of Education on proportionment of the budget as it should
be used for different units such as general control, in-
struction, operation, maintenance of the plant, etc* Due
to the emphasis on a low tax—rate in many communities,
these suggestions are often disregarded*
The educational advantages offered by different
communities to their children are very unequal, both in
quality and in amount. It thus happens that some children,
by the mere accident of having been born into a progressive
community or state, inherit extensive educational oppor-
tunities. Other children born in unprogressive places in-
herit very inferior advantages. Moreover, the children
who have been reared in an unprogressive community, without
educational advantages, may later move into a more progres-
sive community. Thus the quality of the citizenry of com-
munities which endeavor to maintain good schools may be
lowered by the influx of poorly educated people from less
progressive places. It is for these reasons that American
education may sometimes be criticized as undemocratic, not
universal, net fSee
.
The test of democracy should be equal opportunity*

5The safeguard of democracy should be ah equality of educa-
tional opportunity. There should Ids an equal opportunity
for individual expression with a view for advancement
A careful and clear analysis of costs in music edu-
cation will tend to strengthen requests for equitable
budgeting of funds to , support the music education program*
both in the eyes of the public, and with Boards of Education
and s choo 1 admi ni s trat or s
.
costs for the purpose of stressing needs in certain subjects.
Various methods have been used in these surveys* At the
present time there is some lack of uniformity of methods in
measuring school costs. The methods that the author has
used in this survey are similar to methods used in many
other similar studies.
These are briefly outlined as follows:
1. Gathering of cost data on the following:
A. Building costs,
(l.) Construction.
C2.) Debt service.
(3.) Maintenance of buildings and grounds.
(4.) Operation of school plant.
III. THE METHODS USFD
Many schools within recent years have analysed
B. Capital outlay.
C. General administrative control.
D. Auxiliary school agencies.

6E, Instructional services.
(l.) Salaries — teachers and administrative,
(s.) Text books and instructional supplies,
(.3.) Other instruction expense.
2. Estimating room space for all subjects and ser-
vices from the architectural plans,
3. Gathering data on school enrollment.
A. Elemental grades by grade.
B. Seventh grade and above by grade and subject.
C. The total school enrollment.
4. Allocation of costs of general overhead charac-
ter (1A, B, C, and D above) to total school enroll-
ment .
5. Calculation of per pupil costs of teaching the
Seventh grade; eighth grade, and high school sub-
jects and services.
A* Teaching cost
.
1. Cost of teaching each subject per period.
2. Dividing teacher cost by subject enrollment
to find per pupil cost of instruction.
B. Calculation of room costs.
1. Total floor space divided into total over-
head cost (1A, B, C, and D above) to find cost
per square foot, and thus the overhead, cost per
room.
3. Cost of ee.ch room divided by the number of
used daily periods to find period cost.
3. Dividing period cost of room by subject en-
rollment to find per pupil cost of overhead.
C. Calculation of material cost.
1, Finding depreciation cost of materials used
in all subjects.
2. Di -riding subject enrollment into the de-
preciation cost to find per pupil cost for ma-
terials .
D. Totaling per pupil costs of 5A,B, and C.
S. Calculation of Elementary grade costs. ( one set
of six element ary grade s
.
)
A. Total teaching cost of each subject for six
grades divided by the total pupil enrollment of
.six grades, to find per pupil cost of teaching.
BtRoom space and materials calculated in the same

manner as 9A.
C. Total c£ costs of 9A, and T.T3
10. Calculation of the costs of services to total
enrollment
.
A . Admi ni strat ion
.
R. Cafeteria.
C. Health.
D. Library.
E. Transportation.

CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE AVERILL PARK CENTRAL SCHOOL
The Averill Pari: Central School has been organised
for a period of twelve years. Host of the pupils in this
school are rural* and some come as far as fifteen miles
to school. The taxpayers of five school districts organ-
ized themselves into the large central school district.
This centralization was encouraged by the District Super-
intendent of Schools and the State Department of Education.
The centralization of education in this rural section
offers the following advantages:
1. A larger and better equipped school.
2. More varied and better selection of courses.
3. Supervision of health and hygiene.
4. better teaching staff with supervision.
5. Extra-curricular activities, such as dramatics,
music, athletics, out of school religious instruction
and various c 1ubs
.
5. Avoidance of undesirable political situations.
7. Encouragement of pupils to continue education.
S. "iore liberal allotment of State Aid (see Chapter
III.)
9. As a composite of the above, better educational

facilities for the citizens tax-dollar.
In the twelve years, this school has grown from a
small school with eighth teachers, one acting as principal,
to a twenty-eight teacher school with a supervising prin-
cipal. There is a present enrollment of seven hundred and
sixty pupils. This enrollment includes a lower sis gra'.e
school five miles away at west Band Lake, operated as a
part of the centralized district plant*
Five school districts centralized in 1929. The
assessed valuation of the property in these districts
totaled one million dollars. The original cost of the
central school building construction was '''127,318.93. In
1933 an addition was constructed at a cost of £'50,515.64/
Again in 1940 additions were constructed at both school,
at a total cost of £43,313.02. Furniture and equipment
amounted to f15, 000 and the improvement to school land
cost |6, 500.00. The total cost of school grounds, equip-
ment and construction is f293*508. 76.
Long term bonds totaling $250,000 at various rates
of interest from 1.9$ to 4.75$ have been issued for the
purpose of paying for this construction. To date, £85,000
of this amount has been retired, and '"'165,000 remains to
be paid. One of the main reasons of the Board of Education
for the long term bond issues has been the usual one: to
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distribute the payment over a period of years while the
building is in use.
Since 1923, thirteen other one room school districts
have centralized with the Averill Park Central School.
The 1941 assessed valuation of property amounts to $3*100,
000. According to the State Department of Assessors this
property is assessed at a 65$ of the true valuation of the
property. In the opinion of a few local authorities, this
percentage is a high estimate.
The school tax rates started at fourteen mills in
1929, were raised to sixteen mills in 1330, dropped to
fourteen mills in 1931, dropped to ten mills in 1332,
dropped to nine mills in 1934, and dropped in 1936 to
seven and a half mills, where it has remained. The Board
of Education plans to continue this rate according to
the Eleventh Annual Report in 1340:
The Board of Education is determined to adhere
to its fixed policy of maintaining a good school at
low cost to local taxpayers. The present tax-rate
of seven and a halp mills .111 be continued. This
tax-rate is practically the lowest jate permissable
if we are to" obtain full state aid. 1 (see Chap. Ill)
Due to the very low tax-rate and the low assessed
valuation of the property, the school has been running
since 1236 cn a minimum amount of expenditures in all
~~ School ^oard, Eleventh Annual Report, 1340.

departments. The emphasis in the above mentioned Annual
Report is on the low tax-rate, with very little mention
given the meeting of educational aims. As a result/*,
teachers have to use much energy and vigilance in order
to attempt to meet adequate educational aims, in the face
of the lack of adequate and proper teaching equipment and
materials
.
This, in brie£, outlines the development cf the
present school situation, and suggests the need which the
Author feels for a cost study which may support a more
worthy and a reasonably complete development of the School
music education program.

TABLE I
THE BUILDING COSTS
Original Cost, 1929 •,, 12J
Averill Park Addition 1955 44,261.12
West Sand Lake School, 1956 50,515.64
Addition to both schools, 1940 49>515«02
Construction Cost 272,008.76
Improvement to land 6,500.00
Furniture and equipment 15,000.00
Total Cost $ 295,508.76
BOND ISSUES
1929 %fo interest $ 100,000.00
1950 kjfr interest 25,000.00
1955 5§# interest 40,000.00
1956 interest 40,000.00
1940 1*9% interest 45,000.00
Total Bond Issues $ 250,000.00
Total payments 85,000.00
Balance ; $ 165,000.00
ASSESSED VALUATION OF PROPERTY
1929 Five Districts $ 1,000,000.00
1941 Eighteen Districts 5,100,000.00
TAX-RATES
1929-1950
1950-1951
1951-1952
1952-1954
1954-1956
1956-1941
I4mills
16 mills
15 mills
10 mills
9 mills
7*5 mills

CHAPTER III
TEE STATE AID PLAN OP HEW YORK STATE
Any discussion of educational costs is more clearly
understood in the light of all fiscal policies bearing upon
the local situation. In a community of New York State,
therefore, we should include ex, outline not only of the
local tax situation as it bears upon school support, but
also of the plan which the State has adopted for equalizing
educational support in its communities of varying wealth.
The history and operation of Hew York's state aid plan are
therefore briefly sketched as a partial background to the
problems at hand.
During the early years of the State, property owners
in the various local school districts paid all school ex-
penses through a tax on real estate. The plan was more
equitable in those days than now because the wealth of the
State was mostly in land* Put with changing times, concen-
tration of wealth has increased in urban and diminished
relatively in rural areas. Any basically proportionate
direct tax on real property would now fall mostly on those
:ho could least afford to pay it. The poorer districts
would be badly handicapped, and would suffer educationally.
Realizing that education is a state function, New

York has attempted to meet this change in its social-econo-
mic structure* by taxing wealth in other forms than real
property (as well as realty) where it exists, and then
distributing the tax monies to the local communities ac-
cording to their local needs and their lack of local tax-
able wealth. This is an equalizing process in behalf of
education, and makes possible the support of education in
the poorer communities, by taxing wealth wherever it may be
concentrated. These taxes on income, luxuries, beverages,
inheritance, stock transfers, etc., are state levies,
finding their way back into the public schools throughout
the State,, and tending toward equality of educational op-
portunity in all sizes and types of school systems.
This is the purpose, and in a sense the theory cf
the stats aid plan. It is not, however, simply a device
for the generous granting of funds. In practice it attempts
to guarantee certain minimums in education which generations
of lawmakers have felt vital to securing literacy and good
citizenship. So far as this minimum program goes, the
State rightly and justly does demand control. It is the
proper business of the State to see that every citizen is
able to read and write, and understand his duties as a citi-
zen. It these privileges are denied to boys or girls, the
State should and may refuse aid to the school.
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But it remains the responsibility of each individual
community to expand its educational program so £ar as it th
thinks proper and good. The local people, through their
own school board and their own power of taxation on proper-
ty, decide how far they wish to go. Thus, through the
orderly working of democracy, they set up the kind of edu-
cation they want and can afford, supplementing the minimum
prescribed.
The operation of the State aid plan is briefly as
folio s:
The amount granted is based on. the number of pupils
in actual attendance at school each day. A reasonable
number of children for each class in the grade school is
considered to be twenty- seven pupils. This grouping is
called an "Elementary teacher unit", and the State guaran-
tees a basic sum of |1500 a year toward the Education of
such a unit. In high schools, where the costs are natural-
ly greater, a reasonable number of pupils for each class is
considered to be twenty-two pupils . (1900 is the basic
figure set for the high school group.
Then the assessed valuation in dollars of the dis-
trict is multiplied by six-tenths of a mill, and the re-
sulting amount is subtracted from the basic sum to deter-
mine the actual amount of aid the State will pay. Thus,

16
the poorer a district is, the more state aid it will re-
ceive .
State aid is given on the basis of average daily
attendance, and to further aid Central Schools, the amount
of aid that was given to the one room school districts be-
fore Centralization is given to the Central District.
Half the transportation is paid and one fourth of the
building cost is met by the State Department.
Thus, one can readily understand how this state aid
plan encourages Centralisation of education.

CHAPTER IV
THE DEVELOPING MUSIC EDUCATION PROGRAM OF THE SCHOOL
Music has been taught in tlie Averill Park Central
School for a period of five years. The first year, a
special music teacher was engaged for two days each week to
teach music in the lower six grades and to train a girls *
choir. The second year this music teacher was hired as a
full time instructor. He set up a supervisory program in
the first six grades. He taught two days each week in each
grade and the classroom teacher continued the music work
for the other three days. The classroom teachers objected
to this teaching of music. Many of them were unqualified,
and they claimed that it would be a burden for them tc
learn music pedagogy. Some refused to teach music, and
their attitude weakened the music instruction of other
teachers. The special music teacher continued training the
girls 1 choir, started music in the seventh grade, s.nd
trained pupils for an orchestra.
The opposition from the grade teachers was met dur-
ing the third year of music teaching. Approximately f>350
worth of music instruments were purchased during this year
for the purpose of developing a band; and band instruction
was started, but was soon discontinued because of a lack of
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interest. The other work was continued. Music in the
eighth grade and a junior choir of seventh and eighth grade
pupils were added to the curriculum during this year.
Thus, during these three years,., much had been accom-
plished in a school system that had had no previous music
instruction. In addition to the regular classroom duties,
the music teacher stimulated much interest in music through**
out the community. Each year during the Christmas season,
public programs were presented by the pupils. Annual Spring
music festivals were also presented. The members of the
church choirs of the surrounding communities were organized
into a community choral club. This group presented a Spring
Concert featuring a snxest artist. The music teacher res-.-)on-
sible for this development accepted a better position after
three years of service in Averill Park.
when the services of the present music teacher were
contracted, he was instructed to continue music as it had
been started; and these instructions were followed during
the first semester of his first year. Classes in orchestral
and band instruments were started on Saturday mornings ; but
due to the inability of pupils to get tc the school, few
attempted this work. Class lessons on the Tonette, a pro-
band instrument, .."ere started successfully, with sixty pu-
pils enrolled. The bettor pupils were then encouraged to

IS
study band instruments during the second semester.
A beginners 1 bend of forty pupils was organized,
meeting for rehearsals twice a week. These pupils were
given class lessons during a short period before school in
the morning and during the noon hour. A high school course
of general music was also organised, including rudiments,
listening to records, and a brief outline of the history of
music
.
The fifth year of music instruction brought many more
changes. The supervisory program was continued in the grades
but with one supervisory visit weekly instead of two. This
meant that the classroom teachers would teach music four
days a week instead of three. This method was approved and
enforced by the Principal. Private conferences and tea-
chers meetings were started by the music teacher in an
effort to improve classroom music instruction. A rotating
class schedule was instroduced one day each week for the
instruction of pupils on band instruments. This method was
used in order to have pupils of like abilities in the same
instrumental classes. This was accepted with favor by other
te chers for it meant that each pupil would be excused for
instrumental instruction only three times each semester.
The Tonette classes were continued with success.
The high school girls 1 choir met under discouraging schedule
tt
2)
conditions. One rehearsal was held during the classmeet-
ing period, while the second rehearsal each week rotated
during four teaching periods. In defiance of these condi-
tions, forty—five girls produced a better quality of choir
work than ever before. A music appreciation program, con-
sisting of listening to records and discussion, was intro-
duced and taught one period every other week in the fourth,
f i fth , and sixth grade s .
The orchestral instruction was discontinued for sev-
eral reasons. The Board of Education did not have the fi-
nancial means to support both the band and orchestra.
There was much more student interest in the band than in
the orchestra. It required less teaching time to train
band members than string players. The band could be used
publicly for more school functions than the orchestra.
This change was recommended by the State Department of
Education.
The junior choir was discontinued because of the
lack of time to train it. The general music course in the
high school was discontinued for the same reason.
The people of the community have shown a growing
interest in music education within the school. The annual
Christmas programs and other school concerts have been
very favorably accepted during the last two years. The

Central Communit y Choral Club has grown in membership and
presents programs of better quality* The choral training
which is offered to this club has effected a decided im-
provement in local church choirs. Ministers of the com-
munity at times have called on the music teacher for gui-
dance in church music. A few of these local churches are
now organizing junior choirs with success. The ministers
of these churches believe that music has improved their
worship services, and accounts for better interest and
attendance. The employment of the music teacher in the
Averill Park Central School has extended a needed service
to all pupils and people of the community.
The music teacher has developed a well—balanced
music program from which any child may develop an appre-
ciation of music, and :le- re lop the skills for worthy ama-
teur musical performance. If a child has marked music
ability he may be guided in the professional vocation of
music. All these services have meant a decided improve-
ment in the cultural level of the community.
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TABLE III
A COMPARATIVE PER PUPIL TEACHING-
COST OF VARIOUS SUBJECTS
1. Homemaking A % 72.85 39. English X ft 9U8
2. Agriculture II 67.86 40. Dramatics 9.18
3. Bookeeping II 47.89 k 1 . English VIII 9.10
4. Homemaking B 46.79 42. Business Training 9.02
Agriculture II 43.64 43.. Latin I 8.89
6. Shop IX 42.21 44. Guidance (H.S.) 8.89
7. Intermediate Algebra 38.74 45. Grade Reading 8.86
8. Secretarial Practice 32.81 46. History C 8.76
9. French I 51.01 47. English VII 8.47
10. Homemaking IX 30.98 48. Geography VII 8*47
XL Shop VIII 28.20 49. Mathematics VIII 8.35
12. Shorthand II 24.22 50. Mathematics VII 8.12
13. Shop VII 23.98 51. Physical Education 7.79
14. French II 23.88 52. Civics 7.46
15. Latin III 22.57 53. Grade Supervision 7.40
16. Transportation 22.51 54. English IX 7.26
17* Administration 1976 55. Study Hall 6.96
18- Typing 19.69 56. Grade Geography 6.49
19. English HI 19.60 57. History VII 5.76
20. Business Arithmetic 18.22 58.. Music VII 5.64
21. History A 16.54 59. Music VIII 5.64
22. Grade Health, 15.86 60. Band 5.20
23* Basketball 15.00 61. Grade English 5.14
24. Physics 14.58 62. Baseball 5.00
25. Business Law 13-41 65. Football 5.00
26. Bookeeping I 12.89 64. Grade Arithmetic 4.73
27. Instrumental Lessons 12.04 65. Science VIII 4.49
28* Latin II 11.71 66. Choir 4.36
29. Shorthand I 11.67 67. Science VII 3.85
30. Biology- 11.67 68. Grade Music 3.66
31. Elementary Algebra 11.51 69. Grade History 3.62
32. Plane Geometry 11.48 Health Service 3.07
33. Homemaking VIII 11.43 71. Tonette 3.40
34. Science IX 10.57 72. Cafeteria Service 2.81
35. English XI 10.44 73. Grade Social Studies 2.63
36. Homemaking VII 10.27 74. Library Service 2.59
37. Economic Geography 10.25 7$. Grade Spelling 2.75
38. History VIII 9.47 76. Grade Writing 2.33,
77. Grade Science 1.68

CHAPTER V
THE COST ANALYSIS
Since school administrators and taxpaying supporters
of education are concerned with costs as well as education-
al values,., it is clear that the various subjects and acti-
vities in a school *s program cannot be fully and practical*?*
ly weighed except in terms of their expense. However de-
sirable an activity may be in the curriculum,: it will meet
resistance and restriction in development if the admini-
stration of the public feels it to be a luxury which can-
not be afforded.
The purpose of analysing the costs of the instruc-
tion of various subjects in the curriculum, therefore, is
to determine some basis for support of the music program
in terms of its cost, as compared with the costs of other
subjects and activities; and to have this information for
use in advocating further extensions of music in the school
program
.
A statement of the per pupil cost data and relevant
data with the cost calculated on a per pupil basis is fully
shown in tabular form in table II, and is supplemented by a
conrparison of per pupil costs in table III. It is felt
that these tables will be largely self-explanatory in their

presentation of data gathered from officials of the school.
In order, however, that this analysis may be more
clearly understood, each subject or service is here dis-
cussed under a classification in alphabetical order, (as
listed in Table II) .
'.gadsmic ubj ect 5
Algebra, biology, economic geography, French,
history, Latin, physics, and plane geometry are traditional
courses of all high schools that prepare pupils for col-
lege entrance. The value of these courses are not ques-
tioned in Averill Park, since many pupils plan to enter
college or seme other higher institution of education. It
is noticed that there is a wide variation in the teaching
costs of these subjects. This is due to small class en-
rollments, variations of teachers 1 salaries, and the size
of rooms used for instruction. Courses such as Algebra,
French, and Latin could be considered to scheduled on a
bi-yearly basis to equalize class enrollments . This -plan
is -.70 rking out very successfully at the present time with
physics and chemistry, and history A and history C.
Civics, English, history C, and science IX are re-
quired in the Ave rill Park School. The per pupil teaching
costs of these subjects are lower than most subjects due
to the lar'-e c las .. enrollments.
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.Jminist rati on (see Table VIII)
The administration expense is high, clue to the
large mount of room space used for the efficient manage-
ment of the school, \:lministration also includes the
improvement and supervision of all instruction in the
system- An annual inventory by administrators would show
more accurately the amount of supplies on hand, and the
supplies needed for more efficient management.
Agriculture
The purpose of agriculture is tc stimulate interest
in farming among the rural pupils so that they .111 accept
farming as a vocation. The State Department of Education
contributes extra money to the schools that teach agricul-
ture. The importance of agriculture in the Averill Park
School is being questioned by the Board of Mucation,
because less than ten percent of the pupils come from homes
that derive their living from farming, and very few of
these pupils desire to make farming their vocation*
The per pupil cost of instruction is high, due to
the very small class enrollments. Double amount of time
is required for agriculture II by the State Department,
which doubles the normal cost of instruction. / large
basement room is used for instruction for only three periods
daily. This factor causes the room cost for each pupil to
be higher than the

be higher than the per pupil room cost of the teaching of
other subjects. A waste of three periods of room space is
noticed. The cost of materials used in the instruction is
considered normal. This teacher also teaches shop courses*
Algebra (see Academic Subjects above)
Arithmetic (.see Grade Subjects kftsr)
At hist i 03 and Physical ducat ion
All pupils are required to take Physical education
twice weekly. The large gymnasium used, is the cause of
the high cost of instruction. At the present time there is
a lack of apparatus.
Baseball, basketball, and football are estra—curri—
cular activities that have not been given satisfactory
school support. It has been up to each of these activities
to pay for their own uniforms and equipment through fund
raising campaigns and gate receipts. Practice for each
sport is held after school, which has made it difficult
for many pupils tc be in these activities. Because of
these factors tha school teams have never been outstanding.
The costs of these activities have been estimated.
Band (see Music after)
"
^.seb.,11 (see Athletics and Physical Education above)
asketball (3ee Athletics and Physical Education above)
Eiology (see Academic Subjects above)
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Rockeep ins (see Commercial Subjects after)
business, Arithmeti c (see Commercial Subjects after)
r>us&ness Law (see Commercial Subjects after)
business r reining (see Commercial Subjects after)
Cafeteria f ervice
Cafeteria, service is an added service that offers
all pupils the opportunity to have a hot lunch during the
noon period. This service is a factor in the improvement
and maintenance of the health of all children so that they
may be more capable for better school work. Pupils from
poor families are often provided free lunches.
Choir (see Music after)
Civics (see Academic Subjects above)
Commercial Subj ects
The commercial subjects are stressed as very impor-
tant subjects of the curriculum. The emphasis is that they
prepare pupils for earning a livelihood. A large percent-
age of the graduates earn Regents Diplomas in Commercial
Subjects. Each subject is important in the sequence of
commercial training. This department is well equipped and
produces satisfactory results. The above average costs for
materials are noticed in Typing and Secretarial Practice
for which typewriters are necessary. These typewriters are
traded in every three years for new typewriters. The costs
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of other supplies used in teaching these subjects compare
favorably with the costs of other subjects.
The two teachers of these course are paid, high
salaries due to their number of years teaching experience
in Averill Park. This factor proportionally raises the per
pupil costs of instruction of each of these subjects.
Bookeeping II has a high per pupil cost chic-fly
because of the snail class enrollment. If this course
could be taught bi-yearly, it would lower the per pupil
cost of instruction. The room in which this subject is
taught is vacant two periods daily. The size of the other
classes are considered normal for the subject.
I , amatics
The per pupil cost of dramatics has been estimated,
because of the irregularity of rehe?.rs?.ls held for play
production. The stage is almost exclusively used for this
work, and thus causes the per pur i 1 e::p ense to be high.
Plays are produced by different classes for the raising of
money. A lack of proper stave equipment for dramatics is
a] • arent
.
; , rr. Lc Geography (see Academic Subjects above)
English (see Academic Subjects above, Grade Subjects c.fter
~~
and Seventh and Eighth Grade Subjects after)
Football (see Athletics and Physical Education) above)
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French (see Academic Subjects above)
Geometry
, Plane ('see Academic Subjects above)
Geography (see Seventh and Eighth Grade Subjects after,
and Grade Subj ects /after)
Oracle Subjects
Arithmetic, music, reading, science, social studies,
spelling, and writing are taught in each of the first sis
grades. The total time for the teaching of each of these
subjects has been divided by the total number of pupils
for the calculation of the per pupil costs. This method
was used in the grades because cf the standards set up in
these course through tradition. An§. analysis cf each sub-
ject, grade by grade* would be of very little value 9 since-
each subject is a fundamental requirement and is econo-
mically administrated* English, geography and history are
taught in the higher elementary grades which accounts for
the fewer pupils studying these courses.
TEh term,"Grade Supervision", has been used in this
study to include the time of the grade teachers that is
used for homeroom supervision, study supervision, and acti-
vity periods supervision.
The term "Grade Health" has been used in this study
to include the time of the srade teachers that is used for
homeroom supervision*- of health activities, morning inspeo-
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tion, supervision of toilet routine, lunch period, recrea-
tional periods, and other factors that improve the health
and living habits ox the children. Supervision? in the
grades is emphasized as one of the most important phases
ox school life, since i£ is important for the success of
all school work.
In general, the grade program is efficiently managed
but there is a lack of apparatus for visual education.
C;uilance
Guidance is a term used in this study to designate
the special help that all teachers of the seventh grade
and above give to pupils. This includes supervision of
classmeetings, supervision of homeroom periods, and guidance
in vocational training * The total cost was figured by
using one seventh of the total salaries of all teachers
involved. "Vocational guidance is a recent service that
helps pupils to select courses that will better adjust
their lives to society.
Health (also see Grade Subjects above)
Health Service is the- supervision of school health
by the school nurse and nLedical examiners. Whenever pupils
feel ill, they are always sent to the nurse for medical
advice anil care. This service is indispensable, since the
proper care of the eick is the protection of the health of

all pupi 13 -.rid t s celle rs
.
"i story (see Academic Subjects above, Grade Subjects above,
and Seventhand Eighth Grade Subjects below)
aomemabing
The high school courses in Homemaking are required
in meeting the qualifications for a Regents Diploma in
Homemaking. They may also be selected as slectives by
pupils ,1th other major subjects. These courses prepare
girls for entrance in higher training schools for home
economic vocations. These courses are also very beneficial
to girls v,hc discontinue their education after high school,
in that they offer preparation for practical living. The
seventh and eighth grade courses are elective courses to
stimulate interest in vocational homemaking. All of these
courses are essential in a .veil—rounde 3. curriculum.
The State Department of Education requires two
4
periods of daily instruction in homemaking instead of one,
which accounts for a double e;cpense for instruction. The
number of girls taking these courses may be considered
normal for the size of the school. If the enrollment of
the school were increased, the teacher could possibly teach
t .ice the number of pupils during the same periods in the
3ame room space and with a small increase of materials.
This would lower the per pupil cost so that it would com-
pare favorably with other courses.
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The homemaking teacher *s salary is slightly under
the average of high school teachers' salaries, due to her
few years teaching experience. The essential equipment
,
furniture, and supplies that have been purchased will
last a number of years.
Instrumental (see "usic after)
Latin (see Academic Subjects above)
Library Service
The library service is an essential to all pupils,
for -which $he needs are satisfactorily met
.
jfejihematlca (see Seventh and Eighth Grade Subjects above)
Music
In present circumstances, the value of music in the
curriculum is still questioned in Averill Park. The reason
may be that the values of music cannot be measured with
the same standards as those of other subjects. Music is not
a requirement of the StatesiDepartment of Education. Pro-
motion credit is not granted to pupils studying music through
the grades. There are few pupils interested in majoring
in high school music, ^nly one fourth of a credit granted
is granted to band or choir members yearly, as compared with
one credit granted for other courses. There has been a
feeling among teachers and administrators that if music is
stressed, it would cause a weakness in the results of some
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of the other stressed courses.
While the music teacher claims that music is a very
important factor in life, many laymen classify music as a
lusury, since they "have been able to live without it ,? * For
this reason the school has stressed results in the "essen-
tial preparations" of life first, and ether factors second,
if time and money were available
»
In spite of this feeling, the growth of music is
quite evident in the school, though much further equipment
is needed to produce results satisfactorily in the view of
the music teacher. It is his aim to have the school band
gradually meet the requirements suggested "by the Research
Council of the Eusic Educators National Conference. This
means that more instruments, music and other equipment
should be purchased yearly by the school.
Data supporting these views are shown in the follow-
ing tables:
Table XI shows the instrumentation suggested by
the Research Council for a band in Class "C'schocls
.
(.250 pupils or fewer enrolled in High Pchool)
Table 711 shews a suggested plan for the purchase
of instruments that the school should ultimately owri«
The parents of pupils are urged to purchase the more
common instruments (trumpets, clarinets, and trom-
bones) . These are therefore not listed for school
purchase
.
Table XIII shows an ideal development of the band
in3tr-anientat ion as it ultimately should be.
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Cable XIV shows the development of instrumental
pupil enrollment during the past two years (Glass and
private study)*
Table XV shows the expenses cf the music depart-
ment for the last two years (salaries excepted)*.
Table XVI shows a tentative requisition for the
tthe school year 1941-1943:.
The per pupil cost cf instrumental training, seen to
be high in the respect that the pupils have one lesson week-
ly, is reasonable in another sense that a week of home
study is required for the preparation of each lesson. Each
lesson is considered as special instruction in which charac-
teristic problems cf the instrument have to be met.
If the school is to maintain a good band, instrument-
al training should be offered by the school to insure the
development of skills necessary for playing band music.
During the early stages of an instrumental program, the
training is more expensive, due to the few pupils in each
class; but as this work develops and enrollments increase,
with added expense of the upkeep of more instruments, per
pupils costs will remain approximately the same with the
larger classes tc equalize this expense.
These costs must be evaluated in terms of the edu-
cational values of music, and in the development of a high
school bend the educational values should be stressed.
Band training requires as much individual responsibility cn

the part of a pupil as any other subject. Each pupil of
the band must express his musical feelings in unity with
other pupils. .Each pupil has a definite instrumental part
to be interpreted so that it blends with the entire band,
self-discipline is demanded from all band members, other-
wise results would be chaotic. It should be realized that
pupils develop a richer enjoyment of music through actual
participation in music than in any other method,. The bet-
ter instrumental group that a child participates in,, will
demand more responsibilities and will result in a fuller
appreciation. A pupil cannot play first and second grade
music year after year without losing interest. Pupils
should be offered a better grade of music from year to year
in order that they may be instilled with satisfaction of
improvement and accomplishment.
In the improvement of these conditions, the school
should provide a good grade of essential instruments that
would balance the band.
The values of a band may be summed up as Arthur Go-
ranson has done in his report on Instrumental Music at the
Music Educators National Conference in 1939:
Individual Integration:
(.1). It offers a direct outlet for emotional
expression for those who do not receive satis-
faction through, singing.
(2). It enriches and sustains spiritual ex-
periences in addition to those gained through
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singing and playing.
(3) . It fosters a spirit cf cooperation, de-
velops self-control, and cultivates poise.
(4)'. It develops motor coordination.
(5) It contributes generously to mental and
physical health
.
(8) . It provides a means for discovering and
fostering the development of high grade musical
talent.
Social Integration:
(l). The inherent character cf instrumental
music is a valuable factor in helping the in-
dividual to adjust himself socially.
Cs) . It contributes to the power of self—eontroXL
when interacting with society.
C3). By social participation in various amateur
groups the pupil* s leisure time activities are
enriched.
We believe that because of these values all
school children should have an opportunity during
their school life to study an instrument, whether or
not that instrument is primarily a band or orchestra
instrument irrespective of the findings of any music
talent test given to him. 1
The per pupil costs of teaching music 711, music 7IIU
band, choir, and Tonette are comparatively low. This is duBe
to the fewer periods used for instruction. The material cos
is based on depreciation cf materials as it is figured in
other subjects. At the present time sufficient materials
have been provided for vocal instruction but an improve-
ment in the quality of the band requires ~ood band instru-
ments.
1 Arthur Goranson, Instrumental "usic, Music Educa-
tors National Conference Yearbook 1339-1940, page 139.
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Physical Education (see Athletics and Physical Education)
Physics (see Academic Subjects above)
Science (see Academic Subjects above, Grade Subjects above,
and Seventh and Eighth Grade Subjects above)
S ecretary Practice (see Commercial Subjects above)
Fieading (see Grade subjects above)
S eventh and Eighth Grade
i
?ubj ects
English, geography, history, science, and mathematics
are required for all seventh and eighth grade pupils. There-
fore, these classes £se large which causes pupil costs to
be lower than other subjects. The teachers of these courses
feel that they are overburdened with pupils. A teacher
added tc this section of school work would relieve this
situation and equalize the per pupil costs of teaching.
Shop
The shop courses emphasize woodworking and metal-
craft, and are not stressed as importantly as they should be
in junior high school vocational training. These courses
should train boys to be practical with tools and should
teach them the usefulness of their hands in life. This
department requires much equipment that it could u3e in
producing more efficient results.
The costs of 3hop VII, sho" VIII, and shop IX are
high, due mostly to a high teacher salary and large room
space used for instruction. These rooms are not used for
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any other work for three periods daily.
Shorthand (see Commercial Subjects above)
Social Studies (see Grade subjects above)
Spelling (see Grade Subjects above)
Study Hall
An observation of this analysis is that it costs
more to supervise Study Hall th an it does for the teach-
ing of seventh and eighth grade music, band or choir.
This is because pupils have more study periods than they
have music periods. It is estimated that each pupils goes
to study hall on the average of five times weekly.
To net te (see Ilusic above)
Transp o rt at i on
The transportation effects ninety percent of the
pupils enrolled. The expense of this sendee is necessary*
Mine school busses have been purchased by the school.
These should be serviceable for a period of years.
Typing (see Commercial Subjects above)
Writing (see Grade Subjects above)
Summary
To sup up the analysis of this data the following
points are noticed:
1. costs of music »Mfl-low as compared vdth the
costs of other subjects in the curriculum.
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a. Grade music ranks seventh in a group of
twelve subjects that are offered to grade pupils,
b. Tonette instruction ranks eighth within
this same group.
c. Choir ranks second lowest in the group of
high s ch o c 1 3ubj e c t s
.
d. Music VII, music VIII, and Band rankg, fourth,
fifth, and sixth lowest in the same group of high
school sub j ect s
.
e. Instrunental instruction, which is most ex-
pensive of the music courses, ranks twenty-seventh
within a group of seventy—seven subjects and services
of the curriculum.
3. Music has been evaluated as important as any
other subject of the curriculum.
3. There is a need of materials for meeting the
requirements in music as well as the meeting of requirement's
in other subjects.
4. The future views for larger puoil enrollment's in
instrumental work would^remain comparatively low with added
expense for the upkeep of mors music instruments.
5. A small enrollment in a subject raises the per
pupils costs. Some of such subjects might be taught on a
bi-yearly basis to equalize the size of classes.
6. There is a need for an annual inventory in all
subjects or departments to check on used and unused mater-
ials, and to stress the needs for more materials.
7. A possible savings might be made by a more
equitable apportionment of room space.
3. All subjects in the curriculum cto not offer
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equitable opportunities.. If a subject is to be taught
it should be taught efficiently and essential materials
should be provided for this teaching. Some subjects re-
quire more expensive equipment than other subjects. When
a cut is made in expenses, it should be proportionally
adjusted to all subjects , so that the dissatisfaction does
not fall on a few teachers.
9* Teachers are paid on a low salary schedule.
Salaries should be based on the following policies: type
of position* training, experience, community living condi-
tions, and an understanding of mi nimums
,
maximums, incre-
ments, and sick leaves. A salary schedule should be
rigidly enforced.
10. The total per pupil cost of education in Averill
Park in IS40-1941 was §'125*08 which is much below^th e* average
of the Hew York State per pupil cost of education for 1939—
1940.^ (The 1940*1941 average per pupil cost is not avail-
able at the date of writing this study*)
11. The tax—rate of the Averill Park Central School
District is one of the lowest tax-rates in New York State*
The tax-rate has been double the present tax-rate in the
past (see Table I).
3V«'ayne W. Soper, Bureau of Statistical Services,
State Education Department, Albany, New York.

12. The school is approximately seventy- five per-
cent financially supported by State Aid. (See Table IT).
All subjects have been economically managed but
there is a definite need for materials in music and other
subjects in order that equitci.ble opportunities for success
may be offered tc pupils selecting any course. In view
of all the ateie factors there is a need for a rise in
the tax-rate in the local school district tc raise money
to meet expenses of the school needs.

CHAPTER VI
THE COMPREHENSIVE ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to show the comparison
of the per pupil costs of teaching music with the other
subjects of the curriculum of the Averill Park Central
School. This comparison is to show the need for more money
for materials in teaching music and other subjects, and al-
so show a possible adjustment in ether subjects. This
comparison is to be used to support requisitions presented
to the Averill Park Board of Education. This study is also
tc show that the teaching cost of music is lo^r vhen com-
pared with other subjects.
The methods that the author has used in this study
are similar to methods used in many other similar studies.
Costs data* amount of room space, materials used for in-
struction, class enrollments, teaching schedules, and other
relevant data was collected from school officials for the
purpose of calculating the per pupil costs of teaching all
sbujects, and management of school services.
The History of the Averill Park Central School,
including an explanation of centralization, the growth,
building construction, and school tax—rates have been
briefly reviewed so that the local situation can be more

clearly understood. To supplement this material the "State
Aid" plan of Mew York State was explained for the same
reason
.
Since the purpose of this thesis is to stress the
values and needs of music in the education program, the
growth of music education In Averiil Park has been discussed
The teaching of music resulted in the decided improvement
of the cultural level of the community!
A statement of the per pupil co3t data and relevant
date, with the costs calculated on a per pupil basis has
been fully shown in tabular form in Table II and has been
supplemented by a comparison of per pupil costs in Table in
The results of this analysis shows the following::
1. The costs of music are low as compared with the
costs of other subjects in the curriculum.
a. Grade mu3ic ranks seventh in a group of
twelve subjects that are offered tc grade pupils*
b. Tonette instruction ranks eighth within this
same group .
c. Choir ranks second lowest in the group of
high school subjects.
d. Music vii, music VIII, and band rank fourth,
fifth, and sixth lowest in the same group of high
school subjects.
s. Instrumented instruction, which is most ex-
pensive of the music courses, ranks twenty—seventh
within a group of seventh/- sever, subjects and services
o f t he curr i culum
,
2. Music has been evaluated as important as any
other subject of the curriculum.

43. There is a need of materials for meeting the
requirements in music as well as the meeting of require-
ments in other subjects.
4« The future views for larger pupil enrollments in
instrumental work would cause the per pupil costs to remain
comparatively tow with added expense for upkeep of more
instrument s
.
5. A small enrollment in a subject raises the perW or
pupil costs. Some of such subjects might be taught on a
bi-yearly basis to equalize the size of classes.
6. There is a need for an annual inventory in all
subjects or departments to check on used and unused mater-
ials, and to stress the needs for more materials.
7. A possible savings may be made by a more equit-
able apportionment of room space.
3. All subjects in the curriculum do not offer
squite.ble opportunities. If a subject is to be taught it
should be taught efficiently and essential materials should
be provided for this teaching. Ihen a cut is made in
expenses, it should apply proportionally to all subjects,
so that the dissatisfaction does not fall on a few teachers.
9. Teachers are paid on a low salary schedule.
Salaries should be based on the following policies: type of
position, trainirg a experience* community living conditions,

and an understanding of minimums, maximums, increments,
and sick leaves. A salary schedule should be rigidly
enforced.
10. The total -per pupil cost is low when compared
with the,per pupil cost of Mew York State education.
11. The tax—rate of the Averill Park Central School
is one of the lowest tax-rates in New York State.
12. The school is approximately seventy-five per-
cent financially supported by State Aid.
In view of all of the above factors there is a need
for a rise in the tax-rate in the local school district to
raise money to meet erpenses of the school needs.

TABLE IV
DISBURSEMENTS
JULY 1, 1940 TO JUNE 50, 1941
FORM 2*— GENERAL CONTROL
Clerk's Office, Salaries
Clerk! s Office, Supplies
Treasurer's Office, Salaries
Other Expenses of Business Control
Attendance and Census, Salaries
Attendance and Census,.. Other Expenses
FORM ^ — INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE
Principal's Office, Salary of Principal
Principalis Office, Salary of Secretary
Principal's Office, Supplies
Salaries of Teachers
Text Books
Other Supplies Used in Instruction
Commencement Exercises and Exhibits
Other Expense of Instruction
FORM 4 — OPERATION OF SCHOOL PLANT
Wages of Janitors
Fuel
Light and Power
Janitors' Supplies
Other Expenses of Operation
FORM 5 — MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT
Upkeep of Grounds
Repair of Buildings
Repair and Replacement of Heat, Light, and Plumbing
Repair and Replacement of Instructional Apparatus
Repair and Replacement of Furniture
$ 600.00
50,00
150.00
500,00
500,00
100,00
1,700.00
5,840,00
560.00
100,00
40,.540.00
600,00
800.00
400.00
200,00
5,800,00
500.00
1,100.00
500.00
100.00
6,000.00
100.00
500.00
150.00
100.00
50.00
900.00
* In the budget as reviewed there was no item word as FORM 1_,
The above method of listed budget items is in accord with procedures

TABLE IV (continued)
DISBURSEMENTS
JULY 1, 1940 TO JUNE JO, 1941
FORM 6 — FIXED CHARGES
Insurance § 1,000,00
FORM J — -DEBT SERVICE
Redemption of Bonds 15,000.00
Payment of Interest on Bonds 6,464*00
Payment of Interest on Short Term Loans 256*00
21,700,00
FORM 8 — CAPITAL OUTLAY
Built-in Equipment 400.00
Furniture 500.00
Apparatus Used in Instruction 800.00
Library 3ooks 500, j
2,200.00
FORM £ «— AUXILIARY "AGENCIES
Library Books, Repairs and Replacements 100.00
Health Service,, Medical Inspection 400.00
Health Service, Other Expense 20.00
Transportation of Pupils 14,000.00
Provision of Lunches and Cafeteria 200.00
14,720.00
Total Disbursements 95,060.00
RECEIPTS FOR 1940-1941
Internal Account 500.00
Tax<at 7.5 Mills 22,600.00
State Aid 75*471.00
Transportation 1,000.00
Tuition 100.00
Total Receipts 97*671.00
Balance (to be used to reduce deficit carried over) 2,784.00
prescribed by the New York State Department of Education.

TABLE V
CLASSROOM SPACE
Square ieew
First Grade 914* • & 632.03
Second Grade 704 486,82
Third Grade 704 486,82
Fourth Grade 704 486.82
Fifth Grade 704 486,82
Siixth Grade
I -
486,82
Seventh Grade 704 486,82
Eighth Grade 704 486,82
Agriculture 924 6*58,95
Shop 1291 892,75
Music Office 242 167,34
Room A 462 319*47
Room B 596 263.83
Room C 660 456*39
Room D 660 456.39
Room E 880 608.52
Room F 484 334.69
Room G 651 450.17
Room H 420 290*43
Study Hall 792 547,67
Library- 550 380.55
Science 792 547.67
Auditorium 2745 1,867.17
Stage 729 496.88
First Grade W.S.L. 784 541.12
Second Grade W.S.L. 724 499.65
Third Grade W.S.L. 724 499.65
Fourth Grade W.S.L. 724 499.65
Fifth Grade W.S.L. 724 499.65
Sixth Grade W.S.L. 724 499*65
Auditorium W.S.L. 1575 1.089.00
Stage W.S.L. 585 404.62
Library W.S.L. 286 197.77
Kitchen W.S.L. 286 197.77
Health Room W.S.L. 176 121.04
Cafeteria 1200 829.80
Kitchen 591 270.58
Health Room 525 225..35
:
TABLE V (continued)
NON^GLASSROOM SPACE
Sauare Feet Cost
Principal's Office i L25J8I
Teachers' .Room. 150 89.90
Boys' Room. 252 174.26
Boys* Room 96 66.38
Girls' 'Room 254 144.95
Girls! Room 204 141.07
Front .Corridor 1200 829.80
Front Corridor 1200 829.80
Side Corridor 840 580.86
Side Corridor 840 580.86
StorerooHL. 64 44.26
Basement. 56OO 2,489.40
Shower Room 58O 262-77
Garage 4500 5,111.75
Office W.S.L. 176 121-04
Boys' Room W.S.L, 176 121.04
Boiler Room W.S.L. 1000 691.50
Corridor W.S.L. 920, 656.I8
Girls' Room W.S.L. 176 121.04
Tdtal Space 45907
Administrative Floor Space
50,500.00
8,069.80

TABLE VI
TEACHING SCHEDULE
Tea- Period
cher # 1
Period
* *
Period
# ?
Period
# 4
Period Period
A. Type. Short-
hand
Study
Hall
Type* Short-
Hand
Secretary-
Practice
B... Bus.
Law
Admini-
stration
Bookeep.
I
Bookeep
•
II Train.
Admini-
stration
C. Latin
III
English
IV
English
III
English
IV
Latin
I
Latin
II
D. English
II
French
1
English
III
ox.. JStudy
Hall.
English
II
French
II
E.. Civics Study
Hall
History
C
Civics History
A
Econ.
Geog.
?• Science
9B
Science
9A
Science
9
Biology Physics Study Hall
G.. Bus.
Arith.
Geometry
Plane
Elem.
Algebra
Guidance Study
Hall
Inter
•
Algebra
H. English
7A
English
7B
English
8A
English
9A
English
8B
English
9B
I. History
8A
History
8B
Soc. St.
7A
Soc. St.
7A
Soc. St.
7B
Soc. St.
7B
J. Arith.
7B
Arith.
7A
Arith..
8B
Science
7/
Arith.
8A
Science
8
K. Homemak.
A
Homemak.
A
Homemak.
9
Homemak.
7 & 8
Homemak.
B
Homemak.
B
L. Study-
Hall
Agricult.
I
Shop
9
Shop
7 & 8
Agricult.
II
Agricult.
II
M, Physical
Ed.
Physical
Ed.
Physical
Ed.
Physical
Ed.
Physical
Ed.
Physical
Ed.

TABLE VII
TEACHERS' SALARIES, EXPERIENCE
AND- PUPIL ENROLLMENT.
Teacher Salary Experience Teaching Average Size
Periods of Class
A. Commercial $ 1750 20 years 5 16
B. Commercial - 1850 8 years 4 25
(Assist. Princ)
C. 15 years 6 2j;
D. 6 years 5 25
E. xix s wwr jr 4 years 5: 50
P. 1600 7 years 5 28
& Mathematics
(Guidance)
1450 4 years 20
H. English (J.H.) 1450 k year 8 6 56
U History (J.H.
)
1575 5 years 6
i* Arith. , . Science
(J.H.)
1550 7 years 6 55
K. Homemaking 1575 5 years 6 10
L» Agriculture 1800 5 years 12
M. Physical Ed, 1500 1 year 5 50
N» Nurse 1575 2 years
0« Librarian 1275 5 years
P. Principal 4000 16 years
Q. Music 1575 5 years 8 22
First Grade 1550 15 years 42
Second Grade 1495 20 years 56
Third Grade 1250 4 year3 56
Fourth Grade 1400 8 years 56
Fifth Grade 1550 20 year 8 58
Sixth Grade 1475 12 years 50
Fist Grade W.S.L. 1100 1 year 51
Second Grade " 1155 6 years 52
Third Grade 1100 1 year 50
Fourth Grade " 1100 2 years 18
Fifth Grade " 1195 10 years 28
Sixth Grade " 2075 10 years
(Principal)
Experience is estimated.
Average grade teacher salary — $1570*40 Average class 52
Average H.S. teacher salary — 1548.00 Average class 25

TABLE VIII
CALCULATIONS OF COSTS
FOR ANALYSIS
ADMINISTRATION SERVICES
Principal's Salary $ 4,000
Salary of -Secretary . 560
Clerk's Salary 600
ClerTreasurer ' s Salary 150
Attendance, and Census Salaries '22
5,600
- ..^
Principal's Office
Teachers' .Room
Boys' Rooms
Girls' Rooms
Corridors
Storeroom
Boiter Booms
Basement $ 8069. 80j
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES
Business Control $ 100*00
Census and Attendance . 100,00
Clerk's Office 50.00
Principal's Office 500.00
Instruction 600.00
$ 1,,550.00
OVERHEAD COSTS
Operation of School Plant $ 6*000.00
Maintenance of School Plant 900.00
Fixed Charges 1,000.00
Debt Service 21,700.00
Equipment and Furniture 900*00
% 50,500.00
Total square feet of room space is 4^,. 907
Cost per square foot of room space is $.6915
I1
'i [
TABLE IX
MUSIC TEACHER'S COSTS
Subject Pupils Periods Period : Subject Per Pupil
Cost Cost Cost
Administration 2 $ 57.50 $ 75»0b
Assembly 1 , 57,50 , 57.50
Band 40 5 57.50 112.50 $ 2.81
Choir 45 2 75.00 1.^7
Grades 1_- 6 587 6 57.50 225.00 .586
Grades 7 & 8 110 8 57.50 500.00 2.75
Instrumental 65 l r: 57.50 562.50 8.68
Music Appreciate lp8 1 57.50 57.50 .19
Tonette 60 4 57»50 150.00 2.50
SCHEDULE OF THE MUSIC TEACHER
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Second
Activity
Third
Noon
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Clarinets 1st Grade 8B Grade Beginners 83 Grade
2nd Grade Clarinets
Clarinets *>rd Grade 8A Grade Adminis- 8A Grade
Choir
4th Grade
Band Drums
;ration
Band Assembly
Trumpets Tonette Flute Tonette Beginners
Trumpet Trumpets
Officers' Beginners Beginners Beginners Baritones
Meeting .
Saxophones Tonette Tonette Tonette Trombones
2nd Grade 1st Grade
Horns 4th Grade Music Jrd Grade 5th Grade
Apprecia. 5th Grade 6th Grade
Basses 7ft Grade 7B Grade 7A Grade 7B Grade
The second period of Choir each week meets Wednesdays, ro-
tating in the first,, second, fifth and sixth periods.
The instrumental lessons on Monday rotate weekly..
Approximately one period weekly, out of school time, is
used for teachers' meetings or conferences.

TABLE X
THE COST AND DEPRECIATION
OF MUSIC MATERIALS
ELEMENTARY GRADES
Listen and Sing 4 copies © |( .51 $ 2.04
Essential Songs 80 copies .75 60.00
Tuning Up 80 copies @ >- 4^.20
Rhythms and Rimes 80 copies 45.60
Songs of Many Lands 80 copies e .57 45.60
Blending Voices 60 copies •69 41.40
Individual Sight Singing 140 copies •50 42.00
Reference and miscellaneous copies ,
Staff liners 4.20
Pitch pipes 9.DG
Radio-phonograph 50.00
Records 20.00
Needles 1.00
Operettas is a oc
Deprecia--
tioa
# 45.00
Accompanist
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES
Tunes and Harmonies 40 copies % % .60 27.60 5.52
Treasure Chests 40 copies © . .80 J2.00 6.40
Records 40»00 4.00
Radio-phonograph 50.00 2.00
Piano tuning 4.00
Accompanist 50.00
$ ISM
BAND
Instruments $ 435*00 $ 65.25
Music 40.00 9*25
Repairs 11.00
$ 85.00
CHOIR
Gowns 45 & &5.00 $ 225.00 % 23.75
Music 150.00 18.00
Choral stands 27.00 2.70
Laundry of collars 4.00
Piano tuning 1.00
| 59.45
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TABLE XI
STANDARD INSTRUMENTATION FOR
CLASS C BANDS
4 Flutes (interchangeable with piccolo)
11 Eb Clarinet or another Flute
18 - 20 Bb Clarinets
2 Alto Clarinets
2 Bass Clarinets
2 Oboes
2 Bassoons
4 —6 Saxophones
6 Cornets
2 Trumpets
2 Fluegal Horns (trumpets may be substituted)
6 French Horns
5 Baritones
4 Trombones
2 Eb Tubas
4 BBb Tubas (one string bass may be used)
1 Tympanl
$ Other Percussion
70 Total Players*
* Music Education Research Council Bulletin No, 17* Music
Rooms and Equipment ,. Music Educators National Conference,, 1952*
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TABLE XIII
AN IDEAL INSTRUMENTAL GROWTH
FOR THE AVERILL PARK SCHOOL
Piccolo
Flute
B" Clarinets
Eb Alto Clarinets
Bb Bass Clarinets
Oboes
Bassoons
Saxophones, Eb Alto
Saxophones,. Bb Tenor
Saxophone,, Eb Baritone
B Cornets
Bb Trumpets
French Horns
E Alto Horns
Trombones
Baritones
E Basses (Tuba)
BB Sousaphones
.
Tympani (Bells, etc)
Snare Drums
Bass Drums
Cymbals
10 9 10
1
9
8 9 10 11
1
1 1 1 1
8 5 5 5
1 1 1
1
1 31
1
1 1
I
5
1
1
4
20
2
2
2
2
I
1 1
7 7 2 2 2 1 11 2 6
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4
1 2 1 1- 1 5
1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 6
1 1 11 1 2
1 1 1 I 2
1 1 1 1 1 4
1 1 1
2 2 1 i 2 1 1
1 1 1
1 1_ 1
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TABLE XIV
TWO YEARS OF INSTRUMENTAL GROWTH
IN AVERILL PARK
Grades 1959-1940
Flute
Bb Clarinets
^
Saxophones, E Alto
Saxophones, Bb Tenor
B^ Cornets
BjJ Trumpets
E Alto Horns
Trombones
Eb Bass (Tuba)
Snare Drums
Bass Drum.
:
Grades
FjLute
B Clarinets
Saxophones, E Alto
Saxophones, B^ Tenor
B Cornets
b£ Trumpets
E Alto Horns
Trombones
Baritones
Eb Basses (Tuba;)
Sousaphones
Snare Drums
Bass Drum
Cymbals
8 9 10 11 12 Total
1 1
5 11
1
5 2
1'
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
I
11 1
I
6 14 9 10 8 8 7
28
2
1
10
5.
2
I
1
1
"STTotals

TABLE XV
EXPENSES OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
1959 — 1940
Band Music $ 14*20
Chorus Music 17.67
Dram Mallet 2.00
Express Chagges 7*60
Instrumental overhauling 57*50
Gowns 149.50
Laundering 5.00
Music Stand 5.95
Music Stylis 5*00
Picture Framing 1*50
Records 5.98
Textbooks
J . . . Z^iD
BUDGET ALLOTED BY SCHOOL BOARD
1940 —1941
Band Music: $ 52.00
Christmas Programs and Festival Music 15.00
Choir Music JO.00
Instruments 80.00
Instrumental Overhauling 25.00
Laundry 15.00
Pianos Tuning 25.00
Textbooks 41.40
Total ~ $ 265.40
EXPENSES OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
1940 —1941
Band Music $ 24.02
Choir Music 25.20
Christmas Music 24.16
Instruments 79.15
Instrumental Overhauling 16.70
Laundering 4.00
Piano Tuning 7.00
Pitch Pipes 5.00
Textbooks 41.40
Twirling Batons 18.00
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TABLE XVI
TENTATIVE REQUISITIONS FOR MUSIC
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
1941 1942
Band Instruments $ 65O.OO
Band Music 100.00
Band Instrumental Overhauling,, 25.00
Choir Music 50.00
Choir Laundering 10.00
Christmas and Festival Music 50. CO
Membership; in the New York State
School Music Association 5.00
Piano for the West .Sand Lake School 75.00
Piano Tuning 25.00
Pitch Pipes 5.00
Radio—phonograph. Combination with
Recording Unit. 75.00
Replacement of Lost. Books 10.00
RofcfciSong Books 5.00
Seashore Tests for Music Talent 12.00
Textbooks
"Tunes and Harmonica" 20.70
"Sing a Song" 45.00
"Two Part Sight Singing" 9.00
Pi sfc]
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